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We’re From Philly! No One Likes Us! We Don’t Care!
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# schuylkill
Ever since the Philadelphia Eagles won the Superbowl, there has been
talk of the city seperating from the rest
of Pennsylvania in order to become its
own state. This desire for autonomy
stems from the growing population
who believe that Philadelphia not only
has its own distinct culture, but also is
clearly superior to the rest of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia becoming its own
state would mean that those in surrounding areas, such as Bucks County
and Plymouth Meeting could no longer
say that they are from Philadelphia.
The city of Philadelphia would never
again be tainted by judgement from
everyone else in the state and would
be allowed to let its pride fly even more
than it already does.
There have been several concerns on how Philadelphia’s economy
will be able to thrive if it does not exist
within a larger structure. This is a joke,
seeing as Philadelphia does most of the
work anyway and doesn’t need Pittsburgh and Pensylbama using up the resources. Within the city, there is a rich
food and beverage industry. Philadelphia has a monopoly on cheesesteaks,
water ice, soft pretzels, Tastycakes,
and root beer. Nothing else is needed
to sustain a healthy lifestyle, which is
why Philadelphians have the strength
of a million Rockys and are the best at
everything, including owning artisanal
restaurants. Young Philadelphian and
entrepreneur Henry McDevitt (277)
plans on opening an Irish cafe when he
graduates from high school. When he
was first asked about opening this artisanal restaurant he replied, “Ard, Bet…
we’re going to serve straight cheese
whiz.” It is obvious that Philadelphia
is filled to the brim with new creativi-

Pennsylvania as seen by Philadelphia. PC: trillist.com
ty. Aside from the Cafe Market there is
even more opportunity for business to
boom. Philadelphia is one of Amazon’s
top contenders for their new headquarters, meaning that the job market
would explode, and they will make a
fortune. Some say this will not happen because of the current state of the
public education system; however, the
state government is drawlin when it
comes to the Philadelphia School District, so dropping them would probably
make things better...literally everything would be better if Philadelphia
were a state.
In terms of culture, the rest
of Pennsylvania has none. Philly has
a completely different language filled
with words such as youse, begel, wooder, and much more. The city is the
definition of “celebratory.” There is
nowhere else in Pennsylvania, let alone
the world, where someone will dye
their first born green and shoot them
out of a cannon on Broad Street when
the Eagles win.
Philadelphia has its own TV
show, It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia, which seeks to depict the true
wholesome lifestyle of Philadelphians.
There is not a TV show called “It’s Always Sunny in Punxsutawney” because
no one cares about Punxsutawney, and
some doubt it even exists. Philly has
a rich arts scene. Murals pepper the
corners of every neighborhood as well
as graffiti art known as “vandalism”
to Suburban plebs. There is an obvious vibrancy to the music scene. Large
venues such as the Kimmel Center and
the Mann provide big names in music,
however there is also an underground
scene known as DIY. The shows held
in basements of Temple housing present a ‘90s revivalist atmosphere, filling

the city with sounds of cuffed corduroy
pants brushing together and tears for
Bernie’s loss quietly hitting concrete
floors. The arts in Philadelphia help the
culture to flourish and prosper.
Someone who clearly isn’t
from Philadelphia made the case that
this culture would be too prevalent and
would prevent there from being diversity within the city. Once again, they
aren’t from Philadelphia because if
they were, they would know that there
is racial as well as regional diversity.
Each neighborhood has its own unique
way of living. In West Mount Airy, they
wear Birkenstocks, drink Kombucha
from the Neighborhood Co-op, and
sing “Kumbaya” in any open space they
can find while simultaneously questioning the true intentions of big corporations using the term “fair trade.”
Conversely, First Lady of the Northeast, Jamie Razler (277), recently released a statement saying “The northeast produces a very particular type
of person. Imagine the personality of
a girl wearing Nike socks and slides,
Soffe shorts, and a cheerleading shirt
carrying a Vera Bradley bag on their
way to work at Rita’s before they go
hang out in Pennypack Park later that
weekend. That is the true character of
the Northeast.” There is a full spectrum
of what it means to be a Philadelphian,
but, essentially, hailing from the great
city brings forth a sense of unity and
purpose.
This unity within Philadelphia
does not mean that there is unity with
our ugly-little-cousin city Pittsburgh.
Recently Pittsburgh wrote a letter asking the mayor of Philadelphia to allow
them to secede from Pennsylvania
and form a joint state. Future Governor Kenney responded with, “They
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are anyboul for even thinking to ask
that. Lmao those jawns don’t even eat
Wawa. They eat Sheetz. Naw fam they
can stay in Steelersland.” Although
Kenney proudly demonstrates Philadelphia spirit, he has had trouble with
drafting the Declaration of Independence. To assist him in doing so, he has
hired Jason Kelce (even though he is
from Ohio, we claim him) as his official
speech writer. Together, this is what
they (mostly Kelce) wrote:
This entire organization was
a bunch of driven men who accomplished something. We were a bunch
of underdogs. And you know what
an underdog is? It’s a hungry dog.
And Jeff Stoutland has had this in our
building for five years -- it’s a quote in
the O-line room that has stood on the
wall for the last five years -- “Hungry
dogs run faster.” And that’s this team.
Bottom line is, we wanted it more. All
the players. All the coaches. The front
office. Jeffrey Lurie. Everybody wanted it more. And that’s why we’re up
here today. And that’s why we’re the
first team in Eagles history to hold
that freakin’ trophy.
Any of you know who the biggest underdog is? It’s y’all, Philadelphia. For
52 years, y’all have been waiting for
this. You want to talk about an underdog? You want to talk about a hungry
dog? For 52 years you’ve been starved
of this championship.
Trust the process and #Freemeek.
Your Founding Fathers,
Jason Kelce, Governor Kenney, Will
Smith, The Phillies Phanatic, Jawn,
Kevin Hart, Robert Rihmeek Williams
aka Meek Mill, The Ghost of Grace
Kelly, That Boul, Jill Scott, Philly Jesus, The Roots, Patti LaBelle, God, and
the phrase “Go Birds!”

THE CENTRA-NOT-TRUTHER

A Recipe for High School
Sweethearts
Love Consultant <3
#callmemaybe

You know how your granny
makes the best chocolate chip cookies? 4.
As your personal love consultant, I will
share my top-secret family recipe with all
of Central High so have your eyes glued
onto the page and pencil in hand for
notes!
Love is not all rainbows and
butterflies. In fact, it is a complex mix of
hormones kneaded just the right amount 5.
to create sweethearts. But do not worry.
With these 10 easy steps, you will be going on your first date in no time.
Ingredients:
•
A ridiculous amount of money for all
the luxurious restaurants and gifts
•
A phone to access all social media 6.
platforms
•
A handful of Tums to cure the heartache
•
Box(es) full of tissues … I mean lots
of tissues
•
Your favorite type of ice cream
7.
•
Hot Packs
•
Not Caring
Instructions:
1. Gather your money, and rub yourself
in it. Skip the perfume or cologne,
this pungent fragrance will surely
attract the broke high school hotties. 8.
2. Check Facebook, Instagram, Tinder,
Twitter, and Snapchat for potential
targets. One you have found the perfect match, proceed to stalk them on
all platforms. Gather as much information as you can and do not, I repeat DO NOT, accidentally like their
feed.
9.
3. Practice your million dollar pickup line. Now that your pheromones
have attracted your mate, it’s time to
show them your moves. Lean in close
and and whisper into the other’s
ear. Once your significant other’s all

flushed, casually ask them for their
number. They took the bait, and now
you have to reel them in.
If you successfully completed step 3,
proceed to step 5, and be grateful you
came out alive. Step 4 is for those
who were sadly unsuccessful: spend
the night watching Mean Girls, blowing your nose, and eating ice cream
with a ladle, but come back ready
and confident.
Time to practice your waltz. Dance
with the rhythm. Add a little bit of
sweet talk and perhaps a twirl to
show off, and gracefully invite them
on a date. Be sure to have a notepad
at all times to jot down birthdays and
potential gift ideas. You will thank
me in the end.
Get a hammer, and smash your piggy bank. Wipe away the tears from
your eyes and get yourself that long
overdue haircut. Be sure to arrive
30 minutes early and be bored while
you wait.
Be prepared to have your phone on
you 24/7. It will be buzzing during
class, on the weekends, while you are
showering, in the early mornings of
12:00 am. Your fingers will be in for
a treat, so make sure you buy some
hot packs. Beware. Do not leave the
messages on read!
If you have gotten this far, pat yourself on the back. Proudly strut down
the halls with your hands interlocked
into your lover’s. Kiss in the middle
of the hallways like you just don’t
care. Be careful about the tsunami of
kids who threaten to break up your
romantic aura.
Now that I have taught you everything there is to know about dating
in high school, gather your handful
of Tums for spring fling.

BREAKING NEWS: Mr. Kahn Forgets
the Words to the School Song
Not Liz
#didsomeonesaycalculus

It’s freshman year. You’re sitting in
algebra, when a smiling gentleman walks
in. He says hello, introduces himself, tells
you your locker will be assigned by the end
of September (hah!) and inquires as to who
knows the school song. You think he’s just
going to tell you to learn it, or remind you
that it is located on page 35 of your student
planner, but no. Suddenly, you find yourself
mumbling the words as he leads the class in
a glorious rendition of our song. Yes, everyone knows Mr. Kahn–his friendly demeanor, his diligent distribution of lockers, and,
of course, his love of our “Dear High.”
Recently, however, there’s been a
drastic change. Mr. Kahn is as pleasant and
dedicated as ever, but it seems as though
he has forgotten the words to our beloved
school song. A group of students claim he

came into their sixth period class, asked if
anyone had a locker problem, and proceeded to lead them in singing, when suddenly,
something went wrong. They had just finished singing “the praises of the Crimson
and the Gold,” when Mr. Kahn stopped.
He looked at them. “What comes next?”
he asked, puzzled. The students thought he
was testing them. “Dear High, dear Central
High!” they shouted, and he joined in, but
he looked unsure. This time, the students
sang the song loud and clear, and Mr. Kahn
was the one mumbling the words. No one is
sure what happened.
This news comes as a shock to the
Central community.
Friends, cherish your memories of Mr. Kahn’s renditions of the school
song, and be ready to lead your classmates
in singing the praises of the Crimson and
Gold. Maybe it really is time for us to learn
the words.

Unsolved Mystery: Central’s Secret Doors to Narnia?
Pevensie Buster Squad
#thebookisbetter
Ever walk through the halls
and wonder what’s beyond those mysterious dwarf doors? Do they lead to
unwanted rat nests or a magical world
of fauns and griffins? “Those strange
doors that pop out of nowhere were always a mystery. I really never stopped
to think about what lies beyond,” expressed Martin Chen (278). “I always
thought that the little doors led to the
roof or somewhere dark and dusty. Personally, they always creeped me out,”
expressed Joanne Chu (278).
The conspiracy that these antique doors may lead to Narnia dates
back to early the 20th century when
kids believed that they could enter
Narnia through open wardrobes. Since
then, annual concussion rates have
spiked up the roof. The doors to Narnia
have remained closed from all except
Lucy, Edmund, Peter, and Susan Pevensie.
On March 7th, a snow storm
engulfed the school, and the century-long mystery was solved when the
four Pevensie siblings were discovered
on the third floor playing hide and go
seek. Eyewitness accounts described
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the scene. The Albrecht Durer self-portrait accounted, “I saw four kids running around the cafeteria, but nothing
seemed suspicious until they suddenly
disappeared.” A miniature door three
feet high can be found on the fourth
floor stairwell, and it is believed that
the siblings ran through the door. The
door has remained locked since the incident, however, a gentle breeze peeks
through the edges of the door. Yanling
Sun (278) explained, “I was sitting in
my chemistry class when I felt a gust
of wind pass across my legs, sending a
shiver up my spine. It came from a little
dent in the wall, but there were no holes
or tunnels. It’s a mystery to me.”
Central students who have
gathered around the door find themselves locked out because they have lost
their innocent childhood years, traumatized by tests and quizzes.
Frank Yang (278) expressed
“Yea, I’ve been through those doors.
Yea, I’ve had a few tests, but nothing
beats studying right before a period.”
Sorry to disappoint students, but Narnia will not be an escape from school.
For now, the mystery remains unsolved. However, keep an eye out for
the Pevensie siblings because they are
known for their mischievous doings.

The Transpass Friday

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO “PASSING” HIGH
SCHOOL
Nnyl Ibaral
#itsbackwards
STEP 1: Procrastinate.
There is no explanation. Just do
it! It’s the only way you’re going to get that
20-page research paper done. After all, procrastination always produces quality work
and inspiration because the countless days
of rest you had since the day the instructions list was handed to you mentally prepare you for the assignment.

probably oversleep and not have enough
time to eat breakfast or even do your homework, but YOLO.
STEP 3: Eating fresh fruit is kind-of recommended….
But, you really shouldn’t bother.
Instead of grabbing a heavy apple or trying
to think of creative ways for your banana to
not get squished in your bag, simply grab
some wholesome fruit snacks since you
technically still get the 10% of your recommended daily dose of Vitamin C–which
may be all you need!

STEP 2: Netflix is your best friend.
Sometimes, we all need to unwind.
SOoooooo, why not binge-watch your fa- STEP 4: Advisory is your best friend.
vorite show for the entire night? You will

276’s River Reunion
PIGsley
#pigSLAY

Graduation and the end
of yet another academic year
will soon be upon us, a time to
celebrate the accomplishments
of this year’s graduating seniors and the passage of time.
Springtime also draws previous graduating classes together to reminisce about their
time at Dear Old High. Our
276th graduating class, which
left Central last June, cannot
seem to get enough of each
other. Always a class to buck
convention (junior prom at a
bowling alley, anyone?), 276
has announced the location for
their one year reunion: the
Schuylkill River Trail.
“I made some of my
best friends throughout high
school underneath the Walnut
Street bridge, so it seems fitting to reconvene at that same
location,” Alan Fortte (276)
remarks. He cites numerous
compelling reasons for the
choice of location, including the
accessibility of the River Trail,
as it was a well known meeting
spot among the class of 276
during their Central days for
friendly discourse and genuine
camaraderie. “We are creating
a uniquely 276 post-Central

experience,” Lindsay Holmes
(276) explains. “Every other
class holds their reunion at a
hotel or restaurant. We’re not
every other class.” Moreover,
other class reunions can have
a hefty price tag, which poses
difficulties for college students
with limited financial resources. The Schuylkill River Trail
is free of cost, expanding the
pool of alumni who will be able
to attend.
The upcoming reunion is
not the first time the 276
has met since last June’s
graduation. A successful six
month reunion over the winter break, hosted by the class’
DJ duo Ben Frank Beats (Asa
Cadwallader and Skylar Scafidi), proved to be a promising
sign for the one year reunion’s
attendance. “Who has a large
and successful class reunion
only six months after graduation? 276 does.” Asa Cadwallader (276) marvels, “276
never ceases to amaze me!”
This trailblazing class shows no
sign of slowing down, and we
at the Centralizer cannot wait
to see what new and inventive
idea they will pull off next.

Ahhhhhhh, advisory. Call it your
second home. You can catch up on your
beauty sleep, do some homework, chat with
your friends and even study for the test that
you conveniently “forgot” about until that
morning. Advisory was meant for things
like these… so embrace it.
STEP 5: Prepare for your All-Nighters
Who said you can’t hold an
all-nighter if you’re prepared for it? Stock
up on your favorites snacks, drinks and
even some nice pens and pencils since you
finally realized you need to study….THE.
NIGHT.BEFORE.MIDTERMS….
Your
grade depends on it, yes, but don’t worry!

You have advisory to help save the day!
STEP 6: Do the Bare MInimum.
Yes. You read it. If you’re supposed
to write at least a paragraph, follow directions and write a paragraph. Who has time
to write two? After all, there may be some
time left over to catch up on your favorite
show afterwards...
DISCLAIMER:
April fools! Above were some examples
of student struggles. They definitely ARE
NOT the way to pass high school…. I hope
this brought some smiles to your faces and
c’mon, admit it! You’re guilty with at least
one of these….

In Remembrance of Edline
Sweet Caroline
#goodtimes
It is with great sadness that the
School District of Philadelphia commemorates the passing of a dear friend, Edline.
After many years of service to students and
teachers across the city, we are heartbroken
to announce that the program was put to
rest just weeks before the school year began
this past September.
For those of us who remember,
Edline was a reliable friend, always a source
of reassurance that yes, we were still failing
that class. In fact, Edline never failed to be a
friendly face, always there when you needed it. Students fondly recall opening the
app and tapping furiously on the “grades”
page, hoping that by some miracle it would
work. Edline even brought smiles to the
faces of students throughout Philadelphia
when they received the familiar message,
“Edline app is out of date, and may slow
down your phone.”
Edline was also a constant companion, there for students whenever they
felt down. Some students even report feeling so attached to Edline that they found
themselves checking it at inappropriate
times. Senior Nicky Romano (277) recalls,
“After junior prom, we had an after party,
and man, don’t get me wrong, I was having
so much fun, but still I found myself pull-

ing out my phone and checking Edline. I
just couldn’t stay away.” Even during the
summer, many would subconsciously
open the app, knowing there wouldn’t be
anything to see. “Edline was just such a
huge part of my life,” says Centralizer Editor-in-Chief Darya Bershadskaya (277),
“I feel lost without it.”		
Students, teachers, and administrators were shocked in September
when they came into school to find Edline gone. “I’m completely devastated,”
says Central’s own Dr. Drago, “Edline
was such an important part of my classroom experience. It made my life easier
every day. I’m really going to miss it.” Dr.
Drago’s sentiment rings true for many
students. Throughout the fall, students
and teachers were reported to be having
sporadic meltdowns over the tragic loss.
Edline is survived by its distant and mysterious relative, Infinite Campus. Reports
are inconclusive as to whether Infinite
Campus has been successful in filling
the enormous hole that Edline has left
behind in the hearts of teachers and students across Philadelphia. Edline: gone
in body, but not in spirit. Forever in our
hearts.
A service for Edline will be held
on June 13th, 2018 on the South Lawn.
Further details coming soon.

You are cordially invited to the

276 One Year Class Reunion
On April 20, 2018
At the Schuylkill River Trail (you know where to go)
Rain or shine
276 Classmates Only!
See you at the Riv!

Don’t forget about the Mirror meeting after school

The dropped croissant

What Are Those??
An Unzippered Bookbag
#almostacatlady

board and towards the ground. Inevitably, our heavy-lidded eyes drowsily come
across the footwear of our prattling inWe’ve all been there. Brimming structor. Sometimes, the shoes elicit nothwith boredom, our heads gently loll down, ing more than a passing glance as our conand our line of vision shifts away from the

sciousness dives head-first into dreamland.
Other times we stare groggily–enraptured,
confused, perhaps even horrified by our
teachers’ taste in foot apparel. With time,
their shoes not only become a familiar

site, but also a familiar source of comfort
and distraction from the cerebral strains of
Physics and Philosophy alike. Here’s a rare
opportunity for your oblivious staring and
fashion fault-finding to finally pay off. Can
you match the teacher to their shoes?

1
First rule of public speaking: never stare at somebody’s shoes!

6
2

4

It’s obvious!

¡Quiten todo!

3
As legend has it, Marie Antoinette once said, “Let
them eat cake.” I say, beautiful people, “Let them
eat pie!”

Now that’s my... #nothingbutrespect

GROUP, GROUP

5
On Wednesdays we wear mismatched shoes. On Tuesdays we
consider ditching yearbook for
Centralizer. On Fridays we watch
“Timeless.”

Answer Key 1) Ms. Haskins, 2) Señora Rodriguez, 3) President McKenna, 4) Mr. Zak, 5) Ms. Cameron, 6) Mr. Ovetsky,
7) Dr. Hall

7

Students Swear On Bible Before Signing for Transpass
Greekgrl2000
#itsnotaphase #lifestyle

We hear the loudspeaker
turn on, and President McKenna’s
voice echoes through the school.
We hear him take a deep breath and
think something serious must have
happened. He opens his mouth and
says, “Good morning students. It is
transpass Friday, so get to advisory; we will not be handing out transpasses after school.” We go back
to doing our homework–he makes
that announcement every time we
get transpasses, so nothing new to

worry about. Just when we thought
he finished President McKenna
continues, “Starting today, all students are mandated to swear on the
Bible before they get their transpass. This sacred oath has been
given to each of your advisors who
will require you to say it before you
sign for your transpass.”
We all look at each other
and think the same thing: what did he
just say? We look to our advisor and
he nods his head in accordance of
what President McKenna just said.
The advisory erupts in shouts of

grievances and complaints. We are
all hushed when our advisor starts
reciting the “sacred” oath that goes
like this:
“I, [your first and last name]
hereby accept the honorary transpass that has been passed down
from SEPTA to this school building. I promise to uphold and respect
all manners of this piece of plastic
that we call a transpass. I admit that
I live at least 2.5 miles away from
the school; anyone that lies will be
subject to fines from $50-$1000.
I will not give away, sell, or use this

That jawn-alizer

transpass in any means except of
that to get to and from our prestigious place of learning, Central
High School. If I see anyone misusing a transpass, I will be obligated to contact the authorities of the
Philadelphia School District who
will prosecute to the fullest extent
of the law. I promise to cherish this
transpass to have and to hold, for
better or for worse, for richer or for
poorer, in sickness and in health, until death do us part. I lawfully accept
this transpass and will guard it with
my life.”
			

Dr. Hite Wins the Lottery

The Baptizer

Gracing with my presence
#haircurlers

In a startling turn of events,
the Philadelphia School District’s own
superintendent, Dr. William Hite, has
won the Pennsylvania Lottery! Philadelphia students everywhere are going berserk at the thought of possibly
reaping clean water and toilet paper
from the upsurge in monetary value
of the city’s charitable superintendent.
While public school students eagerly
imagine how their lives might change,
they nervously await an answer to the

real question: will the great doctor be
sharing? The answer? “Hell yeah! I just
want to thank my Uncle L. for buying
me my first ever lottery ticket and creating this addiction that has finally paid
off!” commented Hite. “This has been a
long and arduous process but I’m really
excited to be able to increase my support for my students beyond my southern charm and dashingly handsome
baldness.”
After six years of being superintendent, Hite has faced constant scrutiny for his lack of proactivity within the
Philadelphia School District. Therefore
after a “big win” such as this, it appears
Hite might just be saved, however temporarily, from the onslaught of naysayers. Once Hite announced that he

intends to share the profits of his lottery with the district, students everywhere began to drop their protest signs
and cancel their walkouts in order to
march in so-called admiration of their
newfound savior. Portraits were painted, poems were composed, even Central and Northeast kids came together to celebrate this victory for public
schools. Food was left out for the rats,
cockroaches and students alike joined
together in song, the city was cloaked
in a bliss so pure, not even Trump’s
comb-over could ruin it. But with all
this excitement and hope, Hite seemed
to leave out one small, somewhat important detail: the winnings were worth
a whole whopping FIVE DOLLARS.

Things I Think About As I Wait For the
First Floor Main Hallway Wooder Bottle Filling Station to Finish Working

Soviet Spy
#notsureifIlikePutin

1. Does the second page of Google really exist, or are they just lying to me?
2. How much money does McKenna
make?
3. How many mice have had birthday
parties in this school?
4. Is hot pink a real color?
5. I wonder why people call paper
“loose leaf” as if the atoms it’s composed of are not very tightly unified
under the fundamental laws of molecular science.
6. I wonder if someone has actually
ever seen themselves in the mirrors in
the school bathroom.
7. Are they mirrors?
8. Did I take the chicken out of the
freezer?
9. I wish there was an ATM in school.
10. Why are there so many teachers
named different variations of Christine
in this school?
11. Am I a psychopath if I look at
someone as they’re yawning and don’t
yawn myself?
12. Is the “freshman backpack” defined
more by the backpack or the freshman?

13. All food presents a vital ingredient 27. What is central of Central?
to create poop.
28. What is the center of Central?
14. Are cow farts really that bad for
the environment? Like what if I got all 29. Did anyone ever find how many
the cows in the world to fart at once? licks it takes to get the center of the
Would the methane be thaaaaat bad? tootsie pop?
15. Did Betsy Ross write the school 30. Toy boat.
song?
31. Toi boat.
16. Wait, Central was an all boys
school…
32. Tow bote.

45. Will I get to see a president impeached?
46. What is water anyway?
47. Is water wet?
48. Will I get lead poisoning if the filter
on this station is red?
49. Is it hypocritical to have a disposable water bottle as I use a water fountain that encourages one actually pay
attention to environmental concerns.

17. Did Mr. Kahn write the school 33. Why is this so difficult?
song?
50. Can we dedicate toilet-paper plaques
34. Remember when Youtube was free? as our class gift?
18. Why isn’t there a comedy club at
Central?
35. Y
51. Can we get some toilet paper?
19. When is graduation again?

36. M

52. I miss my mom.

20. Wakanda forever.

37. C

53. Cashews taste weird.

21. I wonder what it’s like to get 38. A
straight A’s.
39. Were they really on a break?
22. How can I be the best version of
myself that I can possibly be?
40. PIVOT!
23. Is there a little man, with a little
hammer, clinking away inside the central radiators?
24. I wonder if I could get a slinky to
slink all the way from the fourth floor
to the basement?
25. Oh wait let me adjust my bottle
underneath this censor.
26. Why is Central central?

54. Fashion designer Elsa Schiaparelli invented hot pink in 1937 with the
lettering on her new perfume bottle,
appropriately named “shocking.” The
color was in turn inspired by a Cartier pink diamond Elsa’s friend owned.
41. Why did the chicken cross the road “Shocking pink” turned the fashion
instead of j-walking to Central?
world upside down, and it is rumored
that Elsa’s rival, Coco Chanel, could be
42. What if my Hogwarts letter got lost heard all around Paris throwing a temin the mail?
per tantrum when the news of the new
Shocking perfume broke. So, yes, hot
43. Are these really the best years of my pink is a real color.
life?
55. WAIT!
44. What happened to the Jonas Brothers?
56. Is today Why We Dance Wednesday?

Kindly throw this paper into A trash receptacle

WWJD?

BACK DOOR

Greekgrl2000
#itsnotaphase #lifestyle

The light had just turned red
when I was about to cross the street, and
there were no cars in sight. In that moment, I thought to myself, what would
Julien do? So I ended up waiting for the
light to turn green while I helped a grandmother pick up her apples that had fallen from her groceries and remembered to
turn off my cell phone because technology
is a cancer that I don’t need and also because I was on school grounds.
I woke up at 6 a.m. and I was contemplating whether or not I actually had
to go to school and if my education was
worth it, so I thought, what would Julien
do? I got myself up from bed because I did
not want my absences and latenesses piling up to put me on the attendance list.
What a nightmare!
I was taking a test and there were
five minutes left and I still had not answered half of the questions. When I began wondering if cheating was the answer,
I thought what would Julien do? I turned
my head back down to the paper and decided to answer “C” for all the questions
I did not answer because even though I
most likely failed, at least I still have academic integrity. Right?
My neighbors were blasting obnoxiously loud music, and I needed to
finish a paper due tonight. In the depths
of my exhaustion, I questioned whether I
should start banging on the walls to indicate that they should stop? Or do I blast
equally loud music for them to get just as
annoyed? Amidst all this chaos I thought,
what would Julien do? So I wrote them a
nasty note and left it in their mailbox. Safe
to say, I did not finish my paper.
My little baby brother was cry-

Gracing with my presence
#haircurlers

ing, and no one in my family had woken up yet. We were all in bed, and I
contemplated if I should save everyone
some sleep and get up myself to put my
brother back to sleep. Instead, I laid in
bed thinking, what would Julien do? So I
waited until the baby woke up everyone
in the house, and someone else tended
to him.
I was strolling downtown when
it was pouring rain. I saw one of my
friends walking in front of me getting
completely soaked because she did not
have an umbrella. I debated walking
over and sharing my umbrella. What
would Julien do? I decided to be selfish
and kept walking behind her and kept
my umbrella to myself even though it
could fit two people. With the amount
it was raining, she was going to need
to put her whole body in a bag of rice
when she got home
I was waiting in line for lunch
when the cafeteria ladies went to the
back to get more food. I saw a second
opening. Do I cut in line and act like I
was there before? Or do I stay where I
am and wait another half hour to get my
food. I thought, what would Julien do?
By the time I decided to cut in line it was
too late, my thoughts had taken too long
and the lunch ladies returned. Darn you,
Julien.
I was walking in the hallway in
between the bell when I saw someone’s
shoes untied. Do I tell them, and then
they tie their shoe which will hold up
traffic in the hallway? Or do I let them
trip over their own feet in which case
I’ll laugh and that would be the high-

Julien the Redeemer (Central’s own Rio de Janiero statue)
light of my day? I thought, what would
Julien do? I decided to tell the person,
they responded with “I know”. You try
and help someone, but they do not want
to be helped.
It was a brisk Wednesday afternoon, when Central students decided to
rally down at the School District of Philadelphia. We were screaming chants and

holding up signs with the wind blowing
on our faces when we saw none other
than Mr. Julien himself. The man, the
myth, the legend. I did not think what
would Julien do, because in that moment
he waved back, laughing, at the roaring
Central crowd screaming his name. Interesante seeing you here, Mr. Julien, interesante indeed.

The Slope of Mediocrity
hill ended painfully as a group of toddlers
raced up to him to ask him if he was OK.
Now dethroned as self-proclaimed “King
of the Hill”, Gordon declined from further
comment. After asking Dr. Drago what he

I to judge, right?” Right... my suggestion
for people like Gordon is to stop trying,
because lesbehonest, if you haven’t done
anything worth recognition yet, there’s
probably no hope for you. But hey! No

thought of the clearly avoidable injury, he
responded with, “You know, sometimes
when people like Isaac are unsatisfied
with who they are, they try to strive to
become others with success rates so far
beyond their own level of achievement.
In this case, he wanted to become a successful, intelligent, record-breaking Asian
female. It’s sad and pathetic, but who am

worries, take a seat, curl up with some
Girl Scout cookies (courtesy of Mrs.
Thornton, the Queen of Chemistry herself) and accept your inevitable life of
mediocrity.
Due to his shameful injuries, Gordon
will not be walking at 277’s upcoming
graduation.

Gordon post-accident

February of 2017 carried some
exciting events and memories for the class
of 277. After a thrilling Junior Ski Trip, the
class was pining to go back for
more. Therefore, being the caring
sponsor he strives to be, Dr. Drago organized a Senior Ski Trip so
that the class could continue with
their snowy escapades. However,
after gaining a little experience,
some students of 277 decided
that they were now commanders
of the snow and therefore, wanted to take their day of fun to the
next level.
Isaac Gordon, one of
277’s resident snowboarders,
was excited to get back on the
slopes after the previous year’s
life-changing experience. Sadly
for Gordon, the trip did not turn
out as planned… “I just wanted
to be Chloe Kim, GOD!” hostilely
commented Gordon after I asked
what lead to his hospitalization.
Inspired by 17-year-old Snowboarding Olympic Gold Medalist
Chloe Kim, Gordon took to the
green slope (the beginner slope)
in hopes of mimicking some of
Kim’s halfpipe record-breaking
moves. Although his drive was
high scale, his ability was not. As Gordon
began to go down the slope he faced the
sudden realization that there was in fact,
no halfpipe. Therefore, being the (not so)
ingenuous devil he is, he decided to try and

use the trees–no, I apologize–the one tree
lining the slope instead. As he prepared
to mount the tree, the pathetic wannabe
snowboarder tripped, flew headlong into
the tree, rolled down the small slope,

Gordon pre-accident
and simultaneously became wrapped up in
the orange netting lining the slope meant
for the safety of snowboarding tryhards
such as Gordon. Gordon’s trail down the

Put your phone in your bookbag so you don’t beep
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Masculinity in Crisis: A Case Study on Jack
Soviet Spy
#whatsnottolike

Beautiful eyes^^
Jack (277): short for
John BAEmeyer, long for Ja; he
is the man, the myth, the legend.
He is a rower and champion of
the all-time most prized most
important most coveted title of
“Best Rower in Philadelphia and
Actually of All Time, Too.” With
every row of the oar, he shatters the glass ceiling of doubt
bestowed upon him by his haters, and his permanently-flexed
biceps and perpetually-protrud-

ing Adam’s apple make one wonder if Zeus Almighty was ever
reincarnated.
“Even his driving exudes
a sense of the man he needs me
to know he is,” explains Karin
Hananel (277), who is an avid
passenger aboard the Jack-mobile. Not only does Jack challenge the vehicular norm when
he drives with only “one hand
on the steering wheel and the
other on my heart” (a la Taylor

“I remember freshman year
when he walked into English
class with a black eye from
walking into a pole. I knew
right then and there that he
didn’t feel it, he did not care. He
was not hurt... He is
invincible.”
- Everyone (class 1 - 280)
Jack engaging in a conversation
about manly things with a fellow
man, Jules Duhan (277). Lesser
men bask in Jack’s masculinity, as
shown here.

Swift), but his license plate is
adorned with the insignia of the
World Wildlife Fund. Through
this heroic - and very masculine
- action, Jack is saving the rhinoceros population in the Yucatan Peninsula one speeding ticket
at a time.
The last time Jack cried
was in the early moments of
birth, in those seconds of sheer
newborn purity, before he realized the man that he was going
to become. “My first word was…
Machismo, and I was a threemonth old speaking prodigy
before I mastered the art of
crew. Someone, anyone make me
a sandwich.” Jack lives by the
age-old adage “gym, tan, laundry,” first coined by Mike “The
Situation” from the Jersey
Shore, a major source of inspiration for Jack, John, and Ja.
Every morning, as the dew settles among the wilting grass, he
rides his horse, Gold Bond, into
the woods, where he promotes
Old Spice shampoo for those
suffering from mid-life-masculine crises.
When Jack was a child,
he escaped from his home and
slipped naked into the forest,
where he killed a bear with his
bare hands, as had his father,
and his father before that. He
then crawled inside the fresh
corpse and hibernated for the
winter, and when he emerged
he was a fully grown man, with
hair everywhere. “One might
say he was a stud from day one.
In kindergarten, people used to

pants Jack on the playground,
and from that moment forward
everyone was in love with him,”
confessed Jess Hobbs-Pifer
(277), a schoolmate.
“But I think Jack is going
through something… last night I
caught him watching… oh man…
Gossip Girl,” reported an anonymous source who would prefer
their identity is not revealed.
“Please don’t tell anyone, but he
was drinking a smoothie and had
cucumbers on his face and I got
really scared because what if
Jack has gone… soft?”
According to WebMD,
symptoms of a declining masculine aura include a propensity for long baths infused with
Lush Cosmetics bath bombs in
the scent “marmalade,” and an
increased enjoyment of shows
like “Real Husbands of Hollywood” and Netflix telenovelas.
Among the warning signs of decreased masculinity are also the
desire to take long walks along
the riverbanks and blend his
own health drinks with spinach,
kale, and chia seeds (pulse until
creamy and then blend on slow
for an additional zhuzh). There
are ways to recognize these
symptoms and catch declining
masculinity, however; family and
friends who suspect a change
in behavior often mistake them
for an inkling of the consideration and love that they so often desire to see before, and
tend to ignore them, leading to
a dangerously advanced case of
the softies.

“He reeks of testosterone
and axe: I love him” - Tevye
Johnson (277)

Fake News

The hash slinging slasher

PSA: Join the Bathroom Committee (please)
Razzle Dazzle
#mayfair1

If you have ever walked into any
given bathroom on any given day and
thought, “Wow, it still smells in here,” I’m
here to tell you that you’re not alone. Last
year, there was talk amongst the students
about a “Bathroom Committee.” This
“committee” was allegedly working towards improving conditions of the school
bathrooms. I know what you’re thinking:
there’s a long list of things that need improvement.
To quickly summarize, students
have complained to each other, administration, and probably their siblings and
parents, about how they use the bathroom

sparingly because of the odor, lack of toilet
paper and soap, long lines due to limited
stalls, flooded sinks, and broken hand dryers.
Dylan Lewis (277) is one of the
many students who uses the restroom at
school for emergencies only. “In middle
school I never used the bathroom because
I was scared there would be a fire drill,”
she explained. “Now, I never use the bathroom because I can’t hold my breath long
enough.”
It seems as if the bathroom gets
smellier and smellier with each passing
day, and the future isn’t looking so great.
Students are wondering now more than
ever: what happened to the bathroom
committee?
Henry McDevitt (277) was a part

of the committee in its earliest stage. “It
started out really promising; this is one of
the few things that literally everyone can
agree is a problem.” In accordance with a
lot of other problems in Philadelphia public
schools, the hurdle to get past is the money.
“Funding for toilet paper and soap was just
too much to ask for, so there was nothing
else we could do.”
Since the fall of the committee,
students have been getting creative to find
solutions for the gap in funds in order to
use the restroom at school without nearly
throwing up.
“We just couldn’t raise enough
money at a bake sale,” said Lena Popkin,
creator of GoFundMe page Help Buy Toilet
Paper for Public School Students. President
Chris Carson isn’t stopping there, though.

He plans on getting the Bathroom Committee back together and stronger than
ever. He hopes to work with other students
to advocate for cleaner and more efficient
bathrooms to the Alumni Board and the
School District.
The revitalization of the Bathroom
Committee would be one small step for
Central, and one giant leap for sanitation.
But until then, Centraliar journalists have
contacted the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDC), who advised bringing your own roll of toilet paper and always
carrying hand sanitizer.
This is also an advertisement for
all students interested in joining the Bathroom Committee. Be the change you want
to see in the world, kids.

This Year’s School Musical: Guy With A Doll
Picture this: a red velvet curtain is drawn, the audience looks on with anticipation,
eager to experience the thespian craft which they paid to
observe. There, stage center,
a guy… and a doll. You read it
on the program, you saw the
ads: Central’s Spring musical
this year was avant garde, it
was exciting and invited spectators to observe, well, love…
the simple love of a guy and his
doll.
Central’s Spring musical, “Guy With a Doll” was a
smashing hit this year. Hailed
as “stunning,” “precious,” “unprecedented,” and “genius,”
the show was one of the most
ground-breaking
productions
to be generated from the drama department thus far. The
production was Central’s adaptation of Abe Burrows and Joe
Swerling’s 1950 classic, “Guys
and Dolls,” however, instead of
gangsters, gamblers, and notorious characters from New
York City’s early 20th century
underworld, “Guy With A Doll”
was concerned simply with a
guy, playing with his doll, and
hey, that’s good enough for us.
The masterpiece transcended
the boundaries of any art previously witnessed by humanity,
and summoned onlookers to a
world of spiritual tranquility and
pure satisfaction- a vivid epitome of perfection. The show was
a once in a lifetime taste-test
of the forbidden fruit, the doorway to a beautiful realization of
life.
“Guy With a Doll” was a
one man show, but it certainly packed a punch. The show
worked in its simplicity, with
very little dialogue, or action
whatsoever. “You got exact-

ly what you paid for”, said
Abe Barash (277), “just a bro,
hanging out with his doll- it’s a
good wholesome performance
that the whole family can enjoy”.
The show stole the words
from its audiences’ mouths,
and didn’t give any back. Challenging spectators with zero
dialogue and zero plot, “Guy
With A Doll” didn’t have all the
bells and whistles of some conventional mainstream musical,
no no, ah ah. No dramatic musical numbers, no real character development or conflict, no
impressive set, or set in any
way shape or form; just the
bare necessities- a guy, and
well... yeah you guessed it- a
doll. And that’s pretty much
the thick if it, nothing more,
nothing less. Nobody has any
skin in this game.
Some say that the show
was a sad excuse for any measure of performance, an insult
to dramatic art. Like an aimless steam engine, “Guy With
a Doll” chugged along, derailing at every turn and
eventually steaming
into a pile of rubbish,
with zero redeeming
qualities, or qualities
whatsoever. HowevFirst People to get into the
er, now that the show
office in the morning
is over, we can lay it
Soviet Spy (277)
in its grave and bury
Just Ashish (277)
it there forever; we
can forget about the
Is it Norwegia or Norway?
plague of ugliness
Greekgrl2000 (277)
which “Guy with a
Sweet Caroline (277)
Doll” infected us with,
215-267-JAWN (277)
Razzle Dazzle (277)
and banish it back
Not Liz (278)
to the slimy pit from
whence it spawned.
Rating: 10/10
People who are almost on the
*On the other hand,
Central’s “Guys and
Dolls”, was an incredible show.

Attendance List
PigSLAY (277)
H. McLovin (277)

The show was based on the true story of a boy who actually enjoyed playing with his
gnome doll, as pictured. PC: Kisfiú babával (Boy with a doll) by Oszkár Glatz

H. McLovin
#hesinabandtoo
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Miten Amin (278)
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